Newsletter
Personalized support services for anyone in Silicon Valley
whose life is touched by cancer
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The Elephant in the Room: COVID and Cancer
When COVID-19 hit in March, life seemed
to pause. For people impacted by cancer,
there were far more questions than answers
about how COVID would affect them. Cancer
CAREpoint reached out to some of our health
care partners (El Camino Hospital, Good
Samaritan Hospital, Kaiser Permanente
Santa Clara, Santa Clara Valley Medical
C ent er a nd St a n for d He a lt h C a r e) t o
prov ide some answers. The overarching
t a keaway f rom our conver sat ions wa s,
“If you are not sure about your safety,
whether to start or defer treatment, or
postpone a screening, ask your doctor.”

Patient and Staff Safety
Beg inning in March, all of our par t ners
paused services to assess patient and staff
safet y due to COVID. Knowing that some
patients still had to come in for treatment,
it was key to limit the number of people
allowed into facilities, and to ensure that
those who did enter were protected. This
required shifting to telephone or video visits
to triage patients; those with the most urgent
issues were seen first.
As COVID test kits became more available,
many service providers instituted full testing
for staff as well as for pre-treatment patients.
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Dr. Nam Cho, Santa Clara Valley Medical
Center (SCVMC) Cancer Center Medical
Director and Radiation Oncologist, said,
“At SCVMC, starting in late April, we set up a
pilot project COVID testing every new patient
starting chemotherapy or radiation prior to
beginning treatment; we then performed
periodic testing during treatment. This is
now hospital policy and allows us to assure
that everyone in the infusion center is as safe
as possible.”

In May/June, when the expected surge in
COVID cases had not happened in the Bay
Area, many providers began to allow more
access to facilities. However, this continues to
vary with some providers still limiting visits
in non-critical areas.
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Survivorship Coalition Grows
Cancer CAREpoint initiated the Silicon Valley
Survivorship Coalition in November 2011. We
recognize, however, that people impacted by
cancer in our area have access to treatment
and resources all over the Bay Area, especially
in these virtual times.
As a result, we have expanded the coalition to
include organizations in the East Bay as well
as San Francisco. Accordingly, the coalition
has a new name: The Bay Area Cancer
Survivorship Coalition.

By bringing together additional organizations that
provide both medical treatment and non-medical
support across the Bay Area, we can share our
knowledge and resources to better achieve our goal to
educate and empower people living with and beyond
cancer, their families and the health care community to
advocate for cancer patients’ unique needs in order to
ensure optimal long-term health.
Stay tuned for news in Spring 2021 regarding the
Survivorship Seminar Series hosted by the Bay Area
Cancer Survivorship Coalition!
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It's Personal: A Message from the Executive Director
The news of the deaths of Representative John Lewis, actor
Chadwick Boseman and Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
shocked the world in recent months. They were alike in
that all three had cancer and chose to receive treatment
while carrying on their good work as a civil rights activist, a
superhero and a Supreme Court Justice. However, their actual
journeys with the disease were likely very different. That is
precisely why Cancer CAREpoint exists—it is a place where
anyone diagnosed with cancer will receive personalized
support services while they are living with and living beyond
cancer. That is also why we continue to offer our services,
even during shelter-in-place. And, that is why we continue
to raise funds to ensure that no one has to face cancer alone,
irrespective of their ability to pay for services.

In August, we gathered virtually for our 2020 Garden Party
Transplanted to raise funds for The Next Decade of CARE.
We chose The Next Decade of CARE as the theme because we
know that while we continue to see improvements in cancer
treatment and early detection, every year 10,000 people
in Silicon Valley will be diagnosed with cancer. To date we

The Elephant in the Room

h ave ser ve d over 7,000 c a ncer
patients, survivors, family members
and caregivers, and we know that
t here w ill be more to do in t he
next decade.

We are grateful to our community
for the continuing support during
these challenging times. We raised over $660,000 from
this year's Garden Party to fund the support services and
programs that we offer at no cost to our patients. That means
personalized support is available to everyone impacted
by cancer. As you read Yemi’s and Eloina’s stories in this
newsletter, you’ll see how two people are living with and
beyond cancer, and how Cancer CAREpoint services made a
difference in their lives, because of your generous support.
Thank you!
Dawn Hogh
Executive Director

—continued from page 1

Cancer Screenings
El Camino, Good Samaritan, SCVMC and Stanford have
resumed all screenings. Kaiser Permanente Santa Clara is
prioritizing screening based on risk and cancer type (colon,
breast, cervical), as early screening can make a difference in
detection and treatment of those cancers. If you are not sure
whether to schedule a screening or keep an appointment, ask
your doctor. Lori Arias, VP of Oncology at Good Samaritan
Hospital, said, “We have worked hard to ensure the safety
of our staff and patients and to minimize risk. We do not
want to let COVID erase the strides we have made in early
detection.”

Post-Treatment

All the providers we consulted prefer to use tele-health
services to see patients post-treatment, if possible. The goal
is to use video calls for appointments that can be done well
without compromising the quality of service or the patient’s
health.

• Can I undergo immuno-suppressive treatment for my
cancer during COVID? What are the pros and cons of
beginning or delaying treatment during this time?
• Should I be COVID tested prior to beginning treatment?
How often should I be tested?

• Should I schedule my routine screening or surveillance, or
should it be delayed?

Dr. Ngoc Pham, Dermatologist and Medical Director of
the Kaiser Permanente Santa Clara Cancer Program,
said, “Pre-COVID, during-COVID, post-COVID, we will give our
patients the best care and take care of them. COVID doesn’t
change the mindset about care.”
Dr. Rakesh Patel, Medical Director of Radiation Oncology
at Good Samaritan Hospital, added, “Trust the process,
trust your doctors, trust your health system.”

What Questions to Ask

Our partners all welcome questions from patients to help
alleviate their safety concerns during COVID. Collectively
they generated this list of questions for patients to ask:
• What are the clinic/hospital screening policies for both
employees and patients coming in—what are you doing to
ensure my safety?

• What can I do to protect myself and my family during
COVID? Is there anything more I should do based on my
daily circumstances?
2
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Cancer CAREpoint
at your fingertips!
Check out the online programs
and services available at
cancercarepoint.org.

Two Stories of CARE
The following are excerpts from the stories shared by two
clients during the virtual Cancer CAREpoint Garden Party on
August 23, 2020.

Eloina Villegas
Eloina had five days to
consider what a cancer
diagnosis might mean to
her and her family while
she waited for biopsy
results. Possibility became
reality when she was
diagnosed with triple
negative breast cancer.
The next week, the “real
earthquake started” with
an overwhelming number
of appointments, testing,
financial considerations, a barrage of information and
possibilities, and the anxiety of sharing her diagnosis with
loved ones.

“Cancer CAREpoint provides a pathway
to feel good, to feel purpose, to feel
I can do this.”

At the height of this turmoil, Eloina’s nurse practitioner
recommended Cancer CAREpoint as a resource. Eloina visited
the Resource Center to learn more, and soon she and her
husband attended their first class, a physician-led workshop
about breast cancer. During chemotherapy treatments, she
mostly stayed close to home to rest but found her way to
Cancer CAREpoint’s Resource Center periodically for comfort
and relief in massage, art therapy classes and exercise classes.
When COVID-19 hit, Eloina felt vulnerable. With shelterin-place orders in effect, she went to Cancer CAREpoint’s
website to see what the organization was doing about it and
was impressed that within ten days most services were being
offered virtually. Since then, she regularly participates in
several support groups, art therapy and exercise classes.

One of the most impactful programs for Eloina has been the
Gentle Movement class. Her cancer treatment has caused
many side effects, including extreme joint pain. Cancer
CAREpoint classes skillfully modify movement for people like
Eloina who have physical complications from cancer. She now
exercises daily and joins as many movement classes, such as
Qigong, Tai Chi and Yoga, as she can.
Eloina has tremendous support from her family and
community but says that “even though loved ones want to
share pain, this is only happening to you. Connecting with
others going through this has been crucial.” During shelter-inplace, she says, “Cancer CAREpoint provides a pathway to feel
good, to feel purpose, to feel I can do this.”

Yemi Getachew
The summer of 2019,
Yemi was enjoying her
first semi-sabbatical,
traveling the world.
“I was living my dream.”
At first, she thought the
pain in her side was
muscle strain from her
traveling adventures, but
it became progressively
worse. Doctors did not
know what it was until
a CT scan revealed a large mass that had metastasized to the
bones. Yemi received her diagnosis: leiomyosarcoma. It was
aggressive and metastatic with a poor prognosis.

After her chemotherapy, radiation and surgery, a member
of Yemi’s palliative care team recommended Cancer
CAREpoint. By November, Yemi felt well enough to visit Cancer
CAREpoint’s Resource Center. She immediately felt welcomed
and was told about various class offerings. She participated
in the Conversations and Creativity class that day, despite not
considering herself artistic. That afternoon, the Living and
Thriving with Grace Group, a support group for metastatic
cancer Thrivers was meeting. After speaking to the counselor,
she was able to participate in the group that same day.
“Once my doctor told me there was nothing to be done
and I’d learned more about my prognosis, I assumed I was
dying from cancer. I sat in the support group and listened to
others share their stories. The way they faced their mortality
as a life journey changed me. The courage they showed,
how the discussion was led, their voices being heard, the
sharing—I felt transformed. I realized I am now living
with cancer.”

“To be around others living through cancer
at Cancer CAREpoint brings courage,
hope and joy.”

Yemi acknowledges that she has had wonderful support
from her family, friends and faith community throughout
this unique, painful, scary journey but has found that
Cancer CAREpoint offers distinctive value. To be around
others living through cancer at Cancer CAREpoint brings
courage, hope and joy. She says, “It feeds the deepest parts of
my soul.”
After COVID-19 hit and shelter-in-place began, Cancer
CAREpoint’s classes became even more important to Yemi.
To her, virtual access means she is never far from meaningful
support. To others, Yemi suggests, “Whether you choose to be
private or open, Cancer CAREpoint has a place for you to find
connection in your journey with cancer that you won’t find
anywhere else.”
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The 2020 Garden Party was successfully “transplanted” to an online event!
Though it looked a little different this year, over $660,000 was raised
from sponsors, auctions, a raffle, and the “Fund the Next Decade of CARE”
campaign to support those in our community living with cancer. Over 400
people registered or attended the live online event, some from as far away
as Vermont and Maryland! Longtime Cancer CAREpoint supporter and Host
of KCAT TV Community Storytelling, Lissa Kreisler, along with Cancer
CAREpoint’s Executive Director, Dawn Hogh, emceed the event program
that featured special guests throughout.
During the program, our clients graciously shared what Cancer CAREpoint
means to them:

Emcees Dawn Hogh and Lissa Kreissler

"Secret Garden” baskets with all of the
fixings for a viewing party were handdelivered (masked and socially distanced,
of course) to sponsors on the morning of
the Garden Party by our fleet of volunteer
drivers. Pictured here are Randy and
LuAnn Walden.
“Cancer CAREpoint has been with us since the beginning of our cancer
journey, and continues to support us as we move forward.”
“Cancer CAREpoint is a one-stop shop where you can find help for just
about any issue that comes up.”
“We want these services to be available to others facing cancer, so that
they, like us, can feel strong and part of this welcoming community.”
The Garden Party Committee saw this online event as an opportunity
to offer even more in the silent and live auctions, with over 100 items
donated. As a virtual event open to everyone, the committee worked
hard to spread the word far and wide. From new video production
and promotion to coverage in local newspapers and magazines, the
event helped Cancer CAREpoint gain even greater awareness about our
organization and services!

Thanks to all who donated, watched, bid and
cheered! Thank you for helping fund
the Next Decade of CARE!
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$20,000 +
Jon & Paula Ball
Elizabeth & William Cilker, Jr.
Jack & Sandi Frazer

Heritage Bank
Polly Hillis
House Family Foundation
Rick & Debi Justice

Hugh Stuart Center
Charitable Trust
Dave & Noelle Henderson
Pine Cone Lumber Company
Community Partners
Star One Credit Union

Doug & Sharon Keefer
Dick & Sue Levy
Brian & Kristin Maxwell
Northmarq Capital
Palo Alto Medical Foundation

$10,000 - $19,999
Pamela & Stanford Atwood
Carol Bartz & Bill Marr
Janice Berthold, Heffernan
Insurance Brokers
Borelli Investment Company
Herb & Lynn Brendlen
Theresa & Brian Bumb
Harold & Patricia Hester
Charitable Foundation
Marleen Kirkorian
Jim & Susan Lewis
Jim & Gretchen Mair
SWENSON
Tilton Pacific Construction
Willoughby Stuart Bening
& Cook

$5,000 - $9,999
Victor & Laura Adint
Mike & Ginny Bowman
Brandenburg
Family Foundation
Barbara & James Caltagirone
James & Libie Cilker
Karyn Cilker & Justin Warner
Carl & Kathy Cilker
Roy & Gay Crawford
J. Phillip & Jennifer DiNapoli
Foundation
El Camino Hospital
Chris & Steve Gomo

Sainte Claire Custom Homes
Samaritan Medical Center
Stanford Health Care
Tech CU
Euan & Allison Jones Thomson
$1,000 - $4,999
Argonaut Window & Door, Inc.
Michael Aymar
Pinuccia Bagnani
Bernice & George Bajada
Erin Baxter
Berliner & Cohen LLP
Mary Bianco
Black Bear Builders
Robert & Brenda Bodnar
Carolyn Bollinger
& Dennis Jarrett
BPM
Judy Brady

Bridge Bank
Carol Burnett,
Compass-Saratoga
Fidelia Butt
Mark & Kathleen Carlquist
Liza & Scott Carter
Sharon Childress
Sandi & Richard Conniff
Tim & Alegra Dalton
Christine & John Davis
DeMattei Construction, Inc.
John & Melinda DiNapoli
Peggy A. Dozier
ELREPCO, Inc.
Michael & Sydney Ereno
Rod & Corrine Fabie
Sam & Sarah Farb
Scott & Charice Fischer
Lynn & Stephen Fisher
Bruce & Kelly Frazer
Paul & Charmain Gardner
Samir Gharib & Stephanie
Abuyaghi Gharib

Yvonne & Joe Head, Sr.
Edna Herman
HMH Engineers
Dawn & Chris Hogh
Johanson & Yau
Jennifer & Brett Landes
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Jim & Cheryl Landes
Dr. Vincent & Maggi Lepore
LMA Law, LLP
John & Maureen Machado
Jim & Jeanne Maggiore
Debi Mitro
Tom & Becky Moore
Adom Moutafian
Marilyn & Chris Nolet
Judy Peckler
Rockie & Laurie Pimentel
Jan Raissle
Sandra Rasmussen
Keith & Janine Rocha
Kenneth Rodrigues
& Partners, Inc.
San Jose Water Company
Marianne & Carl Salas
Marianna & Wil Samson
Rena & John Saunders /
Economy Lumber Company
The Schoennauer Company
Giresh & Datta Shah
Bryon & Andrea Sheets
Sweeney Mason LLP
Randy & LuAnn Walden
Bill & Kay Walker
Jan & Randy Willoughby
$500 - $999
Carrie & Craig Awbrey
Cheryl Barker
Chelsea Beene
Patrick Bumb
Meredith Cilker
& Jason Bordona
Linda & Vince D'Arpino
Tom Evan & Jennifer Lima
Patricia & Rob Falconer
Shari Flick
Michelle & John Hansen
Dawn Haskin
Catherine Heape
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—continued

Rick & Jody Knauf
Carol Laucella
Caroline Lee
Kelly Lo
Vivian & Kevin O’Connell
Caterina & Don Peterson
Bay Area Dignity
Memorial Providers
Chuck & Paula Reed
Rita Sadler
Kathy Schlosser
Sherry & Charles Shepardson
Cheri & Larry Silveira

Susan & Chris Barker
Rina Bello
Ralph Borelli
& Norma Navarro
Michael & Sharon Braden
John Brady
Susan Brain
Nithya Chandrasekharan
Pat Chappell
Ariane & Rustie Chapple
Santa Clara County Supervisor
Cindy Chavez
Dr. Nam Cho

Cathy Smith
Ervie Smith
Donna & Fulvio Spagna
Vince & Dina Sunzeri
Bob & Danny Swanson
Dorothea Vasil
Jim & Susan Willoughby
Tessie & Phil Young

Saskia Hanselaar Choudry
Claudia Cilker
Paul Cilker
Kelly Conklin
Erica Zarsky Connors
Graham & Peggy Crow
Mike Culcasi
Rupal Dandia
Linda Dickinson
Amber Dinh
Shelley Downing
Clareen & Jim Dunivin
Deena Elfar
Beth Emmett
Susan Fisher
Harry Fong

Under $500
Gene Acronico
& Betty Boyd Acronico
Steve & Katie Adelman
Anne Anastasi
Joan & Elaine Arzino
Peter Bacas
Katherine Ball
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Victor & Mariana Giacalone
Edgar & Barbara Grant
Cheryl Halloran
Shawna Harvel
Christine Hawkins
Greg & Christie Henderson
Cristal Hernandez
Bob & Janet Higgins
Min Htut
Theresa Hyland

Dee Miller
Ann Mirizzi
Amy Moody
Kelly Morris
JoAnne Nelson
Maryanne Nola
Lydia Norcia
Dr. Peter & Karen Nosé
Nanette Nuttbrown
Jennifer Olsen

Taryn Ishida
Sarah Janigian
Gina Jarin
Bill & Dr. Carolyn Johnston
Sally Jones
Pamela Kelly
Dan & Denise Kennedy
Sherril & Jim Kenny
Heather Kinser
Kim Kirkorian
Leslye Lawrence
Bonnie LeMat

Jim & Susan Oneal
Joanne O'Rourke
Erin O'Toole
David Peck
Carol & Richard Peske
Tina & Dave Pidwell
Amy & Sal Pizarro
Sharon L. Prizant
Deborah Rice
Kari Robinson
Elizabeth M. Ruder
Narcee Sanford

Amanda & Louie Leon
Cynthia Linsenbardt
Kirsten Litz
Machelle Locsin
Tim James McDonald
Kathleen A. Meade

Robert Tufel
Steve & Mollie Schott
Bob & Jan Scott
Shannon Sears
Mary P. Shawler
Bob Skubis
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Brad Smith
Marlon Smith
Laurel & Norman Snyder
Cathy Sorenson
Chelsey Piasentin Souza
Karen Storey
& Steve Tedesco
Rich & Lori Teel
Mimi Test
Andrea & Joe Thomas

Grace Thompson
Tom & Rosemary Tisch
Diane Tondreau
Tammy Trapani
Cynthia Tucker
Adrienne Moberly Vilaubi
Eloina Villegas
Laurie & Bob Withers
Allyson Wyles

Bert George, Joseph George Wines
Stephen Guruwaiya, Publisher, Los Gatos Living,
Saratoga Spotlight and The Villages Spotlight

Lissa Kreisler, Host of KCAT TV Community Storytelling

Amy McCafferty, Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty

Noelle Henderson, Cancer CAREpoint Board Chair

The Outlook, Saratoga Area Senior Coordinating
Council (SASCC)
Sal Pizarro, Columnist, Bay Area News Group

Deborah Coburn Rice, Columnist, Bay Area News Group
Silicon Valley Business Journal

Thank you to Co-Chairs Sandi Frazer and Erin Baxter; Auction Chair Lynn Fisher;
and the entire 2020 Garden Party Committee!

Sandi Frazer,
Co-Chair

Erin Baxter,
Co-Chair

Top Row, left to right: Paula Ball, Jan Willoughby, Bobbe George, Cheri Silveira, Paul Gardner
2nd Row: Gay Crawford, Sandi Frazer, Donna Gewant, Theresa Bumb, Joanne Chambers
3rd Row: Kathleen Meade, Nivisha Mehta, Laurel Snyder, Barbara Caltagirone, Allison Jones Thomson
4th Row: Erin Baxter, Libie Cilker, Lynn Fisher, Sally Jones
Not pictured: Cheryl Barker, Cathy Call, Carol Camilli, Deborah Mitro,
Ruth Slyngstad, Kirsten Trapani
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Lynn Fisher,
Auction Chair
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Aesthetx /
Kamakshi R. Zeidler, MD
R. Laurence Berkowitz, MD
Amelia Hausauer, MD
Ackerman Family Wines

Almaden Golf & Country Club
Aqui

Pamela & Stanford Atwood
Azadeh Couture

Bernice & George Bajada
Jon & Paula Ball
Cheryl Barker

Chris & Susan Barker
The Basin

Erin Baxter

Bayonet and Black Horse
Golf Courses
Benaka Gourmet LLC
Big Basin Burger Bar
Bloom Willow Glen

Boulder Ridge Golf Club
Theresa & Brian Bumb
Bart & Cathy Call

James & Barbara Caltagirone
Card n Quill Hallmark /
Kirsten Trapani
& Nancy Leavitt
Joanne Chambers

Chardonnay Sailing Charters
Christopher Ranch /
Bill Christopher
Jim & Libie Cilker

Cinnabar Hills Golf Club
Classic Car Wash

Clif Family Winery

Comis Estate Wines

Concannon Vineyard

Coyote Creek Golf Club
Gay & Roy Crawford

Deja & Co. Exquisite Jewels /
Deja Laufer
The Dream Inn

Ferguson Bath, Kitchen
& Lighting Gallery
Stephen & Lynn Fisher
Flights Restaurants

to Four Seasons Resort
Maui at Wailea for their very
generous support over the
past six years!

Flow and Glow /
Katie Killebrew
Russ Foster

Four Seasons Resort Hualalai
Four Seasons Resort
Maui at Wailea
Jack & Sandi Frazer

Paul & Charmain Gardner
Bobbe George

Fred & Donna Gewant
GirlzWurk
gorjana

Katya Grineva

Happy Hollow Foundation
Dave & Noelle Henderson
Edna Herman
Polly Hillis

Chris & Dawn Hogh

Andrew M. Hoover, DDS
House Family Wines
Andrea Ivarsson
Jalsa SF

Joe Escobar Diamonds
Sally Jones

Gayle Johnson

Joseph George Fine Wines

Joseph Phelps Vineyards
Rick & Debi Justice

Dr. Kaplan /
Kaplan Chiropractic
Bruce Keiser

Kotobuki Trading Company
La Rinconada Country Club
La Vida Bella Winery
Le Papillon

Jim & Jeanne Maggiore
Manresa

Manresa Bread

Manuel’s Mexican Restaurant
Kathleen Meade
Nivisha Mehta
Mentone

Deborah Mitro

MadoroM Vineyards & Winery
Monterey Peninsula
Foundation
Adom Moutafian

Napa Valley Wine Train
Dr. and Mrs. Peter Nosé
O’Neill Yacht Charters
Paris Las Vegas

Pasatiempo Golf Course
Caterina Vasil Peterson

Planet Hollywood Resort
& Casino Las Vegas
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Adriana Raissinia
ReMat Designs

Kelly & Eric Ronsheimer
Sabor Catering

San Jose Police Department /
Chief Eddie Garcia
Andy Lacayo, #3584
Santa Clara County Fire
Department, Saratoga
Santa Teresa Golf Club
Aaron Santos, DDS

Saratoga Country Club

Saratoga Village Gardeners

Savannah-Chanelle Vineyards
Seascape Golf Club

Craig & Diane Shirley

Cheri & Larry Silveira

Norman & Laurel Snyder
Sorelle Italian Bistro
David Stonesifer

Summit Bicycles
The Bywater

The Hero Ranch Kitchen
Euan & Allison Jones
Thomson
Total Wine & More
Lynn Wagner

Williams Selyem Winery
Randy & Jan Willoughby

Speak Up for Yourself: Be Your Own Advocate
Most cancer survivors will tell you that cancer taught them how to be their own advocate—becoming an active partner
with medical professionals before, during and after treatment; asking questions; and looking for answers to issues as
they arise and impact quality of life.
Gay Crawford is well-known in the cancer community as an advocate for cancer patients and survivors. She is
a two-time cancer survivor, a founding director of Cancer CAREpoint, and the 2018 winner of the prestigious
Ellen L. Stovall Award for Innovation in Patient-Centered Cancer Care.
Morrigan Bruce, Director of Programs at Cancer CAREpoint, recently sat down with Gay to talk about her role as
an advocate.
When did your advocacy work
start? How did you apply it to
your own experience?
Gay: When I worked as the
Community Relations Director
at KNTV, I was a community
advocate, so I learned a few
skills that helped me during my
cancer journey, which started
with a breast cancer diagnosis
at 31 years old and a second
diagnosis of lymphoma thirty
years later. Both times, I was
frightened, felt out of control
and started asking questions, such as: Whom do I see? What
treatment should I get? Will I survive this? My fears always
went to the worst place. In retrospect, I should also have
asked, “What will my life be after cancer?”
Is it normal early on to have questions about treatment?
Even if you trust your medical team?

Gay: The ongoing questions of what kind of treatment and
whom to see are true in almost every kind of cancer. For me, in
1974, with breast cancer, the routine treatment was a radical
mastectomy. I researched the options and learned that some
physicians were doing modified radical mastectomies instead.
I actually interviewed doctors and changed surgeons—rather
traumatic—to have the lesser surgery. Doing the research
myself and making an informed decision provided a good
basis for moving forward with confidence and making me feel
in control.
If you could be with someone when they are first diagnosed,
what are some of the key things you would encourage them
to ask or do?
Gay: There are a number of things I would recommend:

• Find an oncologist early, especially if you can find one who
specializes in your cancer type.

• Take along someone you trust to your doctor visits and ask
your physician if you can record the session because you
will forget or misinterpret a great deal in those early days.
• Be sure you understand your treatment options.

• Seek a second opinion if you have any doubts, or even if
you don’t.
• Ask for a tumor board review of your case if it seems
complicated.
• Keep a binder of all your questions, lab tests, scans
and diagnoses.

• Use all the community resources available to you, including
Cancer CAREpoint, the American Cancer Society and
the National Cancer Institute. Talk to social workers,
nutritionists, patient navigators and counselors at your
treatment facility.
• Look for any resources that may apply to your situation.
For example, there are a number of organizations that offer
resources and information specific to different cultures;
explore those as well.

There are a lot of emotions that come with a cancer
diagnosis and treatment. What do you say when someone
tells you they’re feeling “negative” emotions, like anger?
Gay: It’s OK to be angry. Cancer is a devastating diagnosis.
When you hear the words, “You’ve got cancer,” you often go
to the very worst place. Try to channel those emotions into
advocating for yourself.

There is a great deal to process, and it can be easy to get
overwhelmed as you deal with everything that comes along
with a cancer diagnosis. I always tell people, “Don’t get ahead
of yourself." And, most important, “Take a day at a time.”
As a cancer survivor, what advice would you offer to
other survivors?

Gay: Ask for help. Besides the time of diagnosis, the second
most trying time for patients is when they finish treatment.
Most feel abandoned by their care team and lost in the system.
Post-treatment effects may lead to depression and anxiety.
Cancer CAREpoint is championing the needs of survivors in
our community as part of the Bay Area Cancer Survivorship
Coalition. (See page 1 for more information on the coalition.)

Cancer CAREpoint counselors are available to provide
personalized support from diagnosis through survivorship.
To schedule an appointment, call 408.402.6611 or email
info@cancercarepoint.org.
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Our Wig Bank Is Online!

Ways to Give

Cancer-related hair loss is one of the most traumatic
side effects of treatment experienced by many
cancer patients. Cancer CAREpoint’s Wig Bank has
always been a safe and supportive place where clients
can address this life-changing side effect. That is why
we are excited to announce that our Wig Bank is
now open again—virtually! We have taken the latest
information about COVID-19 and recommended
safety precautions and adapted our new virtual Wig
Bank protocol to reflect them.

Cancer CAREpoint’s programs and services are
offered at no charge to our clients. This is possible
because of the incredible generosity from our
community.

As we approach the end of 2020, we offer a number of donation
options for your consideration:

• Matching gifts: Most employers in our area offer to match
your donation, dollar for dollar. Ask your community relations
department for more information.
• Did you know you can donate stock to Cancer CAREpoint?
Your charitable deduction is generally equal to the fair market
value. Consult your financial advisor to learn more.
• Honor or remember someone special with a gift to Cancer
CAREpoint in their name. A personal note will be sent to the
honoree or the family. Check the “Tribute” box when you make
your donation at cancercarepoint.org/donate.
• Spread out your contribution over the year with a monthly
recurring donation.

Cancer CAREpoint staff delivering Wig Boutique bags

Here’s how it works. During a client’s first video
appointment, they are shown several wigs chosen
for them based on the criteria they shared when
scheduling their appointment. Once they make a
selection, it is mailed or delivered to them in one of
our Wig Boutique bags.

Our Wig Boutique bags include items necessary to
create a mini-boutique at home. After a client receives
their selection, we suggest that they schedule a video
wig-fitting consultation so that they can learn how to
adjust the wig to make sure that it is both flattering
and comfortable.
For more information or to make a virtual Wig
Bank appointment, call 408-402-6611 or email
info@cancercarepoint.org.

Holiday Tips
The holidays are fast approaching
and are likely to bring added
challenges this year for obvious
reasons. Here are some ideas for
things we can all do to practice healthy self-care
strategies during this already stressful time of year:
• Celebrate what is possible this year—try a new
way to practice an old tradition from the comfort
of your home. Keep it simple.

• Don’t let the stress of trying to choose only the
healthiest food options get in the way of enjoying
holiday meals and celebrations.
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Make a Difference in the lives of your Silicon Valley friends
and neighbors living with cancer by donating today at
cancercarepoint.org/donate.

New in 2020: The CARES Act

The Coronavirus Aid Relief and Economic Securities (CARES) Act
makes a new charitable deduction of up to $300 per individual
available to individual taxpayers who do not itemize their
deductions. This is an above-the-line contribution deducted from
the individual taxpayer’s income prior to calculation of their
adjusted gross income (AGI).

The CARES Act also increases the available deductions on qualified
charitable contributions to 100% of AGI for individual taxpayers
who itemize deductions (previously capped at 60% AGI), and 25%
of taxable income for corporations (increased from a 10% limit).
To qualify for these deductions, a cash donation (not stock or
IRA) must be made directly to a 501(c)(3) like Cancer CAREpoint;
contributions to donor advised funds and many family and
corporate foundations are not eligible. If you have any questions,
please contact Erin O'Toole at erin@cancercarepoint.org.
• Pace yourself. Be thoughtful about your energy level and be
realistic about what you can and can’t do.
• Seek support. Find people you can trust and tell them how you feel.
Come up with some strategies to ensure you stay connected with
people that care.

• Start a healthy self-care practice now so that it will be a solid
routine for you to reduce stress during the holidays.

Cancer CAREpoint support groups and counseling are available
online now and throughout the holidays. A lso, check out our
recorded mindfulness and exercise classes on our website any
time you need a boost. For assistance, call 408.402.6611 or email
info@cancercarepoint.org.

408.402.6611  cancercarepoint.org

Community Connections
We are extremely grateful to
the following organizations
fo r t h e i r g e n e ro u s g ra n t s
supporting Cancer CAREpoint
programs and services:
• The MOC A Foundation for
their continuing support and
generous funding of Cancer
C A R E p o i n t ’s “ C r e a t i v i t y
a nd A r t ” a nd “ Jou r na l i ng ”
classes as well as weekend
exercise programs.
• El Camino Health for
prov iding a Communit y
Benefit Grant for Counseling
Services for cancer patients,
sur v ivors, family members
and caregivers.

• The Sant a Clara Count y
Board of Supervisors, with
special thanks to Board
President Supervisor Cindy
Chavez, for a grant funding
prog rams and out reach for
underserved populations.

• T he S a few ay Fou nd at ion
f o r c o n t i nu e d s u p p o r t t o
t hose i mp ac t e d by c a nc er
in our communit y t hrough
a ver y generous g rant t hat
provides funds for our
nutrition programs.

Exercise Is Medicine: Most
everyone has heard this
saying. It is especially true for
those living with cancer. Recent
guidelines compel oncology
clinicians to “prescribe” exercise
a s p a r t o f a t re a t m e n t p l a n .
Cancer CAREpoint offers a variety
of online classes specifically
designed and modified for those in
or recovering from treatment and
tailored to all levels of ability.

Check out our online calendar
for the most up-to-date schedule
o f a c t iv i t i e s a n d to re g i s te r.
V i s i t c a n c e rc a re p o i n t . o r g /
our-services/ccp-virtual.

Community Partnerships Improve Access
As part of Cancer CAREpoint’s efforts to increase access to programs
and services, in September we joined with Stanford Health Care’s
Palliative Care Department, Bay Area Cancer Connections, Latinas
Contra Cancer and New Hope Chinese Cancer Care Foundation to
offer a seminar on pain management for cancer patients. Live interpreting was
offered in Mandarin and Spanish.

We were grateful for the opportunity to partner with other community
organizations and the Palliative Care team at Stanford Health Care to offer this
important educational seminar. We look forward to future collaborations to ensure
that no one in our community faces cancer alone—by reducing language and
access barriers as a community effort.
Sharing Our Mission: Executive Director Dawn Hogh met with
Health Trust volunteers virtually in July to share Cancer CAREpoint’s
mission and programs so that the volunteers can spread the word to
those they serve.

#CancerCAREpoint: Thanks to Meghan Chominski, Erin Baxter and Judy
Murray for creating Facebook fundraisers benefiting Cancer CAREpoint.

Pose 4 A Purpose
The annual Pose 4 A Purpose
f u n d ra i s e r wa s h o s t e d v i r t u a l ly
the weekend of September 12-13.
A t a l e n t e d g ro u p o f i n s t r u c t o r s
donated their time and talent to teach fourteen
live classes via Zoom in movement, meditation and
mindfulness. Over 150 attended throughout the
weekend, raising over $8,000 for Cancer CAREpoint,
including a matching gift by a very generous donor.

Instructor Oko Kanno

Special thanks to the following instructors for
guiding us over the weekend: Rozalynn Adams, Beverly Bachoo, Marcela
Christjansen, Ana Enz, Oko Kanno, Lindsey Kolb, Courtney Krishnamurthy,
L o r i e n N e a rga rd e r, A lys s a P re t t y m a n , B r i d g e t P u c h a l s ky, L i n d a
Toeniskoetter, Joanne Varni and Amy Wang.

A Spot of Communi-tea

Cancer CAREpoint’s Communi-tea programs create an
opportunity for connecting outside of regular classes and
groups to enjoy each other’s company and experience the
wide range of cultural experiences in the Bay Area.

The theme for our September Communi-tea was “Attitude
is Everything.” Most people think that cancer isn't very funny.
Michael Riley, a Stage-3 lung cancer survivor and stand-up comedian,
would tell you that sometimes you just have to laugh. He found that humor and
positivity offered him a different way to experience cancer. At our September
Communi-tea, Michael performed his stand-up routine, giving patients and
survivors the chance to enjoy a much-needed laugh.
Visit our online calendar for info about future Communi-teas.

408.402.6611  cancercarepoint.org
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Mission Statement
Cancer CAREpoint is dedicated to
transforming support for cancer patients,
families and caregivers in Silicon Valley
through personalized, one-on-one
Counseling, Assistance, Resources
and Education.
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Our Services
Private Counseling
Nutrition Classes
Therapeutic Massage
Yoga/Exercise
Mindfulness
Support Groups
Wig Bank
Energy Work
Family CARE
Survivorship Programs
Resources and Referrals

Help Spread the Word!
Cancer CAREpoint has a new opportunity for volunteers to help
spread the word about Cancer CAREpoint from the comfort
and security of their own homes. As Virtual Ambassadors,
volunteers will help build community awareness of the
programs and services we offer. Out of an abundance of caution
and concern for safety, this is a virtual volunteer opportunity,
with outreach being conducted by phone or email, and includes
regular communication with Cancer CAREpoint and other
volunteers. For questions or to sign up, please contact Cecilia
Carranza at cecilia@cancercarepoint.org.
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